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Lloyd Burridge

he SMA continues to grow,
with more than 1,000 members. However, our influence is
far broader. As keen municipal
arborists/urban foresters we
influence 130 million citizens
in North America, including 20
million in Canada. Every major
city has a municipal arborist/
urban forester who is improving
the municipal environment and
quality of life for citizens.

Similarly, the SMA Board Members are active in their
communities but also work diligently and effectively,
on your behalf, at the national level. The results of the
board efforts have been impressive. The vision and mission statements have been revised, and the SMA logo
is being redesigned. Five core committees have been
established: Accreditation, Editorial, Model Municipal
Tree Specifications, Nominations, and Sponsorship.
Each has prepared work plans and begun implemetation.
In addition, the annual Municipal Arborist Exchange
program is underway and the Web site committee is
reviewing and implementing appropriate technological changes. The listserve became “members only” on
August 15th.
We do need more members on the committees and
would welcome your participation. Please contact me
at lloyd.burridge084@sympatico.ca to see how you
can get involved.
In this City Trees, we are introducing a new item,
board member profiles. This issue, we get to know L.A.
Chief Forester George Gonzalez.
The 41st SMA Conference awaits your attendance in
Windsor, Ontario, September 18 to 21. Full particulars
were included in the May/June issue of City Trees, or
you can log on to the SMA Web site, www.urban-forestry.com, for details. It’s not too late to attend!
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Jerri J. LaHaie

s I write this, the application materials are being
completed by the Municipal
Forester Institute (MFI) Steering
Committee. By the time you
read this, you will have only a
few weeks to apply to attend
the first-ever MFI. Hopefully, you
have seen and heard a lot about
the MFI and are eager to be
among the first class of
participants.

I can’t say enough about the MFI Steering Committee
and the work that has been done by its members to
create this unique learning experience. We have assembled a wealth of experience and talent: Lloyd Burridge,
SMA; Beth Applegate, NTT; Dana Karcher, CaUFC;
Jim Skiera, ISA; Paul Ries, OR U&FC Program; George
Gonzalez, City of LA; Walt Warriner, City of Santa
Monica; Mike Kuhns, Utah State University; Melanie
Kirk, Texas A&M; Owen Croy, City of Surrey, BC; Keith
Cline, USDA FS Program Manager; and John Gedraitis,
TX U&FC Program. What a pleasure to work with this
talented and knowledgeable group!
With the annual conference and the MFI on the near
horizon, it’s easy to overlook the many other things
happening in SMA—improvements to our Web site, a
survey of our members, long-term financial planning,
a new and improved accreditation program, and an
updated logo, just to name a few. Committees are being
asked to develop timelines and complete projects, freeing board members to focus on the governance of this
great association.
None of this work gets done without talent and commitment from individual SMA members. Now that
you’ve chosen to belong to SMA, why not take the
next step and get involved with a committee? Sure, it’s
a lot of work, but the relationships you’ll form and the
sense of accomplishment you’ll feel are some of the
greatest member benefits of SMA!
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Stealth and Creativity
Faux Trees and Cell Phone Towers
by Dave Dockter, Landscape Specialist, City of Palo Alto, CA

guidelines that MAs and planners can use
upon request—see www.city.palo-alto.
ca.us/trees.

The Request
A cellular provider submitted an application
to the City of Palo Alto for a conditional use
permit for a faux tree cell tower on private
property. The carrot to the property owner
was a hefty monthly rent to locate on his
property indefinitely. Our role was to assess
the visual impacts and compatibility with
architectural review standards in the city’s
zoning code.
My initial knee-jerk reaction was based on
the memory of horrible and embarrassing
faux trees of the 1980s and 90s, so I asked
for more information so I could better visualize the finished product in the proposed
setting. I wanted to be sure the visual quality and canopy silhouette would reasonably
replicate a natural tree form.
Faux tree cellular towers are appearing in record numbers across
the country, but they are not a new technology. They are also
known as concealed height systems, infrastructure concealment
systems, monopine towers, and fake tree poles.
Cellular antennas are hidden within the branches of a manufactured tree pole, fitted with foliage, bark, and different forms. Faux
tree cell towers are a stealthy invention of a new industry offering
an array of concealment systems. As cellular coverage and associated use permit applications are being submitted for review and
approval by planning departments, there is a need for consultation with urban foresters and landscape architects.
Municipal zoning regulations govern height and use of structures
and facilities on properties and are increasingly being put to the
test with the growing industry of telecommunications services.
Policies are being updated in order to keep up with the demand
for cell phone towers and yet not allow the community character
to become overwhelmed with stark, unfriendly-looking apparatuses sticking up into the skyline or featured in prominent visual
locations.
State-of-the-art design to conceal and integrate these elements
is changing as market creativity allows. Several manufactures
supply tree form shapes such as redwood, pine, Italian cypress,
feather and fan palms, saguaro cactus, and magnolia. We have
experience with these in Palo Alto, CA, and have developed
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We required simulations, scale drawings,
and photos of other installations from the cellular company.
I drafted a detailed list of Conditions of Approval for the final
approved project to:
(1) function as specifications for manufacturer
design criteria;
(2) clarify vague description of important visual
elements, perimeter outline, bark texture and
color, and foliage density details;
(3) document details of construction, fence, and
landscape screening of associated 10’ x 6’
equipment cabinet;
(4) outline the short- and long-term legal commitment to the city by the applicant/manufacturer for construction quality control and
ongoing maintenance expectations; and
(5) document condition monitoring for determining when deteriorating materials become evident, and to establish criteria for determining
replacement and threshold for compliance
with the approved conditions.
Initially, Palo Alto’s City Council had reservations about approving
the first faux tree, but they acknowledged that a tall redwood-
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MAs should make agreements with faux tree manufacturers to construct quality tree forms (photo on page 6 and above left,
courtesy Dave Dockter) and to refurbish those that weather poorly (photo above right, courtesy Steve Shurtz).

style faux tree would blend in with surrounding redwoods better
than a bare tower. They concluded that, at first glance at least, the
faux tree tower would not distract the casual driver.

The Status Quo
In Palo Alto, there are three approved faux trees and two others
in the application pipeline. The first faux trees were installed less
than five years ago, so the plastic foliage and bark has not been
subject to sun deterioration. The City Council and I share the same
concern about long-term condition and quality of the plastic foliage and bark. Council would not approve the project unless the
City was guaranteed that staff could require the provider to refit
the tower with new foliage if it significantly deteriorated. Citizen
opinion seems to be love/hate.

The Future
I predict a significant increase in the next decade of permit applications by cellular providers looking for more tower sites to expand
their coverage areas. City policy should direct carriers to co-locate
two providers per tower to limit the number of permits and faux
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trees needed. Cities should remain in the driver’s seat on this
issue and retain the option to require one of a number of designs
that have distinctly different antenna appearances, whether faux
tree towers, building-mounted façade, or stealth design within
structures. If a faux tree is being designed, who better to dictate
resemblance to a real tree than RCAs, urban foresters, eucalyptus
or oak specialists, or arborists?
Dave Dockter
Landscape Specialist, ASCA, ISA, APA
City of Palo Alto
250 Hamilton Avenue
City of Palo Alto, CA 94301
(650) 329-2441
www.city.palo-alto.ca.us/trees
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Fruitless Cultivars for Urban Use
by Michelle Buckstrup • Photos: Hillary Barber

fruitless cultivars for situations where fruit just won’t do. Since
performance of trees varies regionally, SMA members are encouraged to share their experiences with these cultivars on the SMA
Listserve.
Acer negundo ‘Sensation’ is a fruitless boxelder with bronzetipped new growth, black stems, and brilliant red fall color. It
grows a bit slower and tighter than the straight species, resulting
in a tidier, round shape. ‘Sensation’ matures at 30 feet (9 m) by 25
feet (7.5 m) wide. Zone 3 to 9.
Acer rubrum ‘Brandywine’ is a male red maple cross between
‘October Glory’ and ‘Autumn Flame’ with gorgeous red fall color
segueing to red-purple. Where other cultivars can sometimes burn
up in the South, ‘Brandywine’ does well in the heat. It was introduced by the National Arboretum in 1995. Its habit is oval, and it
reaches 40 feet (12 m) tall by 30 feet (9 m) wide. Zone 4 to 8.
Fraxinus pennsylvanica ‘Oconee’ is a green ash also known by
its trademark name, Georgia Gem. Michael Dirr discovered it in
Oconee County, Georgia, when he noticed a green ash tree with
unusually lustrous and large leaves. Propagated clones turned
out to be fast growing, heat tolerant, and fruitless. ‘Oconee’ gets
50 to 60 feet (15 to 18 m) tall and 30 to 40 feet (9 to 12 m) wide.
Zone 3 to 9.

The black stems and bronze-tipped new growth (inset) of Acer
negundo ‘Sensation’

Municipal Arborists appreciate the ornamental beauty of fruit on
urban trees, but in some circumstances—near stairs or sloping
sidewalks, for instance—fruit can be a liability. Hillary Barber of
Bold Spring Nursery in Monroe, Georgia, suggests the following

Betula nigra ‘Little King’ is a dwarf, catkin-free river birch also
sold under the trademark name Fox Valley. ‘Little King’ is chunky,
maturing at only 10 feet (3 m) tall and sporting a tight branching
that gives it a perfect dome shape. Like the straight species, ‘Little
King’ needs adequate moisture, so it may perform better in parks
and cemeteries rather than along city streets. It was introduced by
the Chicagoland Grows program in 1991. The bark is lovely exfoliating pale salmon and cinnamon red. Zone 4 to 9.

The bark and winter and summer silhouettes of Betula nigra ‘Little King’
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The lustrous foliage of Fraxinus pennsylvanica ‘Oconee’

Flowers of Robinia pseudoacacia ‘Purple Robe’

Liquidambar styraciflua ‘Slender Silhouette’ is a predominantly
fruitless, fastigiate cultivar of sweetgum. It matures at 60 feet (18
m) tall by 6 feet (2 m) wide. Zone 5 to 9.

Robinia pseudoacacia ‘Purple Robe’ has fruits, but they are seedless. The flowers of this black locust cultivar are a vibrant fuchsiapink. Like the straight species, ‘Purple Robe’ matures at about 40
feet (12 m) tall, with an open, lanky habit. Zone 4 to 8.

Call Poplar Farms at: (815) 264-8877 • www.poplarfarms.com
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Alien Woodwasp Found in Fulton, N.Y., by Cornell Researcher
by Susan S. Lang, Cornell News Service
Reprinted with the author’s permission

He published a report on
his discovery in a recent
issue of the Newsletter of
the Michigan Entomological
Society (50: 24-25, 2005).

An adult female woodwasp, similar to the one recently discovered in Fulton, N.Y., and the first of
its kind ever found in the eastern United States. Copyright Kent Loeffler/Cornell University.

Despite dozens of interceptions at U.S. ports, a public enemy has
infiltrated the nation’s borders. Taken captive in Fulton, N.Y., and
identified by a Cornell University expert, the adult female alien
is the only one of its kind ever discovered in the eastern United
States.
The discovery of a single specimen of Sirex noctilio Fabricius, an
Old World woodwasp, raises red flags across the nation because
the invasive insect species has devastated up to 80 percent of
pine trees in areas of New Zealand, Australia, South America and
South Africa. If established in the United States, it would threaten
pines coast-to-coast, particularly in the pine-dense states in the
Southeast. One target would be loblolly pines in Georgia.
Finding one bug in a trap is no small matter. Where there’s one,
there’s likely to be more, says E. Richard Hoebeke, a Cornell senior
extension associate in entomology. “Whenever you find an insect
in a trap, it probably is established.”
Hoebeke was sifting through thousands of bark beetles caught
in routine screening traps set by the New York State Cooperative
Agricultural Pest Survey (CAPS) program, in search of any of 10
exotic species of bark beetles, when he stumbled across the
specimen of S. noctilio.
“I recognized it immediately,” says Hoebeke, a taxonomic expert
who has examined tens of thousands of insects sent to him from
agencies and scholars over the past 25 years. “I’m always on the
lookout for exotics—for any species that are not yet established in
the United States and known to be potential pests.”
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Both federal and state regulatory agencies currently are
carrying out a large dragnet, setting multiple traps
in places they suspect the
woodwasp may be doing its
destructive work. The effort
is widespread because,
Hoebeke says, “The potential damage from this exotic
woodwasp could be monumental.”

Since 1985 U.S. Department of Agriculture Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service inspectors have intercepted seven male
S. noctilio at various borders; all had come with tile and marble
imports from Spain and Italy. In addition, one female was found in
a warehouse in Indiana in 2002. Experts suspect that the female
alien that was trapped in Fulton probably hitchhiked into the area
on a wooden crate or in packing material.
The woodwasp, which is native to Europe, Asia and northern
Africa, where it rarely is a pest, kills pines, and sometimes several
other types of conifers, by introducing a toxic mucus and spores
of a toxic fungus when the female lays her eggs through the bark
and into the sapwood of the tree.
“If S. noctilio is found to be established in New York or elsewhere
in the U.S., we could launch a rapid response to contain and control the infestation,” says Hoebeke. A biological control method
using a parasitic nematode has been remarkably effective in other
countries in the southern hemisphere where the woodwasp has
been accidentally introduced, he says.
Corrections
In the July/August City Trees we listed stories to come
in the September/October issue. One of those, “Moving
Large Trees,” has been postponed.
In the July/August Roundtable, the title designations for
Steve Shurtz and Len Phillips should have read ASLA,
not FASLA.
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GIS/GPS Tools and Tree Inventory
Story and photos by Ian Wilson, Urban Forester for the City of Kelowna, BC

Some of the advantages of GPS include accuracy, speed, the
ability to program with drop-down menus, and ease of importing coordinates into a GIS. One disadvantage is cost—although
prices are coming down, high-accuracy units (to less than one cm)
are still expensive. Fortunately, most of us don’t need that level of
accuracy in our tree inventories. Another disadvantage is periodic
signal interruptions by tree canopy or nearby buildings and poor
functioning if at least four satellite signals are not available overhead.
To determine the current status of municipal tree inventories
for a presentation at the 6th Canadian Urban Forest Conference
in 2004, I conducted a survey of municipal arborists over the
Internet. First, I’ll discuss some of my own experiences with tree
inventory in the city of Kelowna.

The Kelowna Experience
Kelowna is a rapidly growing city of 103,000 that is located in
south-central British Columbia in the Okanagan Valley, an area
characterized by hot, dry summers and relatively mild winters
(Zone 6), at least by Canadian standards. Although Kelowna
had an older (handwritten) tree inventory, we first started looking at developing a comprehensive tree inventory in 2001. After
researching a variety of existing software applications, we decided
to develop software in-house. The main advantage was that this
allowed complete integration of the tree inventory into existing
municipal systems, such as integration with the tracking of service
requests and time-tracking software.
The use of tools such as Global Positioning Systems (GPS) or
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in developing a municipal
tree inventory seems to be gaining in popularity thanks to reduced
costs and recent improvements in these technologies.
GIS refers to the computer systems or software packages that
assemble, store, manipulate, and display data by location. Many
municipalities are already using GIS for mapping and spatial
analysis of streets and other types of infrastructure. Although the
terms GIS and “map” are often used interchangeably, a GIS is
much more than a map, as it allows one to emphasize or analyze
spatial relationships.
GPS is a navigational system developed by the U.S. military that
relies on satellites and ground stations to determine location (latitude and longitude). GPS is one method of collecting spatial data
for input into a GIS.
Until recently, the cost of GPS was prohibitive, but costs have
plummeted so that hand-held receivers with good accuracy (less
than one meter) are much more affordable. GPS is now being
incorporated into cell phones, and soon we may all have a basic
GPS unit on our belts.

We chose a GPS unit that allowed to-the-meter accuracy once
data is processed using a base station as well as the ability to
develop customized drop-down menus for quick and consistent
data entry. It usually takes 15 to 60 seconds to enter data for a
single tree. The unit has a “repeat” function that allows the user to
copy and quickly update the data from the previous tree, which is
very useful in relatively homogenous street tree plantings.
Once GPS data are downloaded into our tree inventory software,
users are able to search for tree information by address and map
location, and the information is linked to a GIS-based map viewer.
We are currently working on development of a work order system
that allows easy generation of work orders and updating of the
inventory once the work is done.
A real-time update is another option that we are exploring that
would allow users to receive service requests and to update the
inventory information with a hand-held computer in the field.
Kelowna also owns about 850 ha (2,100 acres) of natural forested
land. With the help of a consultant, we recently completed a forest
inventory for all natural forested areas in the city. We did this using
aerial photos with ground truthing in order to delineate forest polygons (stands) of similar age and species composition. We are currently using this tool to model forest fire hazards in interface areas.
…continued
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GIS/GPS continued…

Figure 1. The City of Kelowna asked 74 municipal arborists, “How is tree location data entered into your inventory?
(check all that apply)”

Among those who use GPS, the level of accuracy was as follows:
• 1–5 meters (50%)
• <1 meter (41%)
• >5 meters (9%)

Survey Methodology and Results
I disseminated an on-line survey in September, 2004 via e-mail,
primarily targeting listserve discussion groups. My intent was
to gain a representative sample of municipal tree inventory programs across North America.
Over the course of a month, 74 surveys were completed. Survey
respondents were from the following areas:

Respondents were asked who initially collects the data and who
updates the inventory. Most (56%) indicated that municipal staff
initially collected the data, followed by contractors (47%) and volunteers (6%). Not surprisingly, the great majority (82%) reported
that municipal staff maintained and updated the information.
Participants were asked whether they use a GIS. Only about 29%
indicated the use of a GIS; however, the majority (79%) were
using some kind of computerized database, such as a spreadsheet (Figure 2).

• United States (50)
• Canada (20)
• Australia (2)

Fully 84% of those surveyed indicated that they did have a tree
inventory—however, only 44% of that group indicated that their
inventory was actually complete. The remainder of the survey
questions were directed at those who had a tree inventory of
some kind (whether complete or not).
One question looked at whether the city had an inventory of natural
areas or forest remnants; only 23% responded favourably. Another
question asked how tree location data was entered into the inventory. Approximately 50% responded that they were using GPS but
the most popular answer (respondents were allowed to check more
than one box) was “based upon street address” (Figure 1).
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Figure 2. The City of Kelowna asked 74 municipal arborists,
“How do you keep track of your inventory?”

Among those who use a computerized tree inventory, the software
is:
• Purchased software, designed for tree inventory (56%)
• Free software/shareware (5%)

City Trees

• Software developed in-house (39%)
The responses to the question, “What do you use your tree inventory for (check all that apply)?” were as follows:
• Tracking tree maintenance/work history (85%)
• Tracking costs (31%)
• Tracking complaints or service requests (54%)
• Scheduling maintenance (77%)
• Tree appraisal (34%)
• Providing information to the public (70%)
• Running reports or queries (84%)
• Design/planning (49%)
• Other (25%)
Approximately 61% of respondents indicated that their tree inventory database was not linked with other municipal data sets.
The last question was open-ended: “What percentage of your
annual budget goes towards updating or maintaining your tree
inventory?” There was a wide range in responses, from zero to
15%, but the majority indicated that this funding was very low.

Conclusion
The survey results suggest that the use of GIS/GPS tools is
increasingly common, particularly among larger municipalities.
More than 50% of the survey respondents were from cities with
more than 100,000 people, indicating that survey results were
probably not that representative of smaller municipalities.
Approximately 68% of respondents indicated that more than
one department in their city was responsible for maintaining
trees, suggesting that one might also need to survey these other
departments in order to gain a better picture of the city’s tree
inventory.

Ian Wilson, MPM, RPF, Certified Arborist
Urban Forestry Supervisor
Parks Division, City of Kelowna
1359 K.L.O. Road
Kelowna, B.C. V1W 3N8
Ph: (250) 469-8842, Fax: (250) 862-3335
e-mail: iwilson@kelowna.ca
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A Roundtable Discussion
Reflections on Gas Lines and Trees
Photos: Michelle Buckstrup

themselves were old and breaking with
increasing frequency. The second reason
was the cost being charged to the gas
company by the city for the repair of the
street after the gas company repaired or
replaced lines. At one time, the gas company owed Lansing well over $500,000.
The question for forestry staff became,
“How do we preserve our trees during
the installation of the gas lines?” The first
step was to determine what authority we
had over the gas company’s work. City
ordinance turned out to be the governing
document. Our city tree ordinance states
no one may perform work on a tree without a permit from the city forester. The
second step was to learn as much as possible about the requirements of the utility’s work and about different techniques
needed to accomplish those tasks.

Recent discussions on the SMA Listserve prompted this forum
with Society members Paul Dykema, Scott Cullen, Keith Martin,
and Mark Foster.

Paul Dykema
Forestry Manager
Lansing, Michigan
The foundation for our relationship with the gas company was laid
over fourteen years ago and has worked with only a few minor
problems since. At that time, the gas company that serves the
Lansing area was starting to move its lines from under the street
into the parkway where our trees are located.
They made this transition for two reasons. The first is that the lines
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After we expressed concerns to the DPW
and the gas company about the possibility of tree roots crushing gas lines
and the resultant problems, we began
more in-depth research into the subject.
The gas company took the position that
the only way to install the lines was in
an open trench, but this seemed to be
contradicted by the techniques utilized
by their contractors when installing lines
crossing roadways. In the latter case,
we observed directional bores being
employed to avoid the cost of pavement
repair. We asked contractor field staff to
educate us on the capabilities of the boring technology, and we determined that,
using directional boring, it was possible
to install the gas lines in the parkway with an acceptable level of
root damage.
Forestry staff subsequently met with gas company staff to establish construction standards. No contractor work activity would
be allowed within ten feet of any tree unless there was no other
way for the work to be accomplished. This meant no equipment,
supplies, or digging was allowed in the ten-foot zone. The ten-foot
zone was established by examining the need for tree structural
stability, the size of most residential lots in Lansing, and current
directional boring technology.
The next step in the process was to present the construction
standard to gas installation contractors and explain the reasoning
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behind the standard. All the contractors liked trees and did their
best to understand the damage being done to trees and the need
to minimize that damage. When presented with the recommendation that almost all of the lines be installed with directional boring,
the contractors all questioned us about the cost and who would
be responsible for it. The answer was the gas company would pay
a fair price for the boring work. All the contractors agreed this was
an excellent idea and that they could avoid most damage to tree
roots. The contractors’ one concern was about situations where
they could not meet the standard. We asked them to contact forestry staff as those situations arose.
The final step in the process was to provide support to the contractors so they could accomplish the work in a timely manner.
This was accomplished by having a forestry inspector visit project
sites on a daily basis and respond promptly to telephone calls for
help from the contractors.
The construction standard established over 13 years ago has
worked well for Lansing’s trees and the gas company. Contractors
have been able to nearly finish replacing the worst of the old lines
with a relatively small impact on our trees.
continued…

SILENT AUCTION
to Benefit

SMA Municipal Arborists Exchange Program
Join us September 20th, 2005 at the SMA Awards Banquet
Windsor, Ontario, Canada
This silent auction is to help raise funds for the SMA Municipal Arborists Exchange Program.

Some of the items already donated include:
Ladies
Diamond Ring

Golf Bag

Hockey
Memorabilia

Signed
Art work

DVD
Player

Your donations are now being accepted for this event!
To pledge a donation or for more information please contact:

acabrera@city.windsor.on.ca or wkharris@sympatico.ca
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…A Roundtable Discussion continued

Scott Cullen, RCA
Northern Suburbs of New York City
As an independent consultant, a number of my clients are small
municipalities that do not have a staff arborist or urban forester.
Most of my work for them involves planning and land use approvals rather than management of public trees. So most of the trees
are privately owned. These trees are, of course, of public concern
and that’s why they are regulated during development.
Many suburban areas are not served by gas lines. In some areas
there are no sewer or water mains either, with each residence
served by its own septic system and water well. Electric service
is as frequently overhead as it is underground. In some respects
that’s great for the trees since there is less need for trenching.
It means, however, that utilities and their
subcontractors, design professionals, and
the regulators are not faced with trench-tree
conflict issues as frequently as their more
urban counterparts. In those settings where
we do have underground services for any
combination of gas, sewer, water, electricity, and cable, the project arborist may have
to be forceful with all the players to get the
issue on the table.

lines for natural gas, electric, cable, and fiber optics in the rightsof-way and easements of both existing and developing properties.
The contractors would damage trees, destroy public and private
property, and not apply proper tree protection or erosion control
measures.
We saw that we were lacking a permitting process that would
allow us to monitor specific utility contractors performing work
in areas covered by our Tree Preservation Ordinance (TPO). We
revised our existing Earth Disturbance Permit (EDP) regulations to
include the installation of franchise utilities. We required contractors to submit an application for the permit along with construction plans showing all locations of their proposed lines, bores, and
scope of work.

The most effective strategy I’ve found, particularly when I can work with the design
professionals and the regulators early in the
process, is to identify a single corridor for all
underground utilities from the street to the
structure. This is wider than a single trench,
of course, because maintenance concerns
typically require each service to be in its own
space. Even though it is relatively wide, this
single corridor impacts fewer trees, and we
can sometimes site the corridor to altogether
avoid the most important trees.

Keith Martin, CF
Landscape Administrator
City of Southlake, Texas
For the past eight years, Southlake has
been one of the fastest growing cities in the
Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan area. With
this growth spurt came the installation and
upgrading of public and franchise utilities
to serve the new residents and commercial
developments.
We soon began having issues with franchise
utility contractors installing and upgrading
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The EDP regulations now also require that utility contractors follow all aspects of the city’s TPO for the protection and mitigation
of damage to trees that might be affected by their work and that
they install proper erosion control measures to reduce potential
storm water pollution. In addition, the EDP requires that all excavation contractors working in a city right-of-way or easement must
register with the city prior to performing the work.
The franchise utility providers and their contractors soon found
that their previous practice of trenching to install lines was costly
to them, because the city would hold them liable for the destruction of trees and property. As a result, the contractors adopted
widespread use of directional boring in their installations.
Since we have initiated the EDPs, the destruction of trees and
property has practically ceased. The permitting process also
allows us to track and map the installations by franchise utilities
within rights-of-way and public easements so that there is not a
conflict with existing public utilities, existing trees, or future tree
plantings.
Southlake also has a major cross-country fuel supply line that runs
directly through the middle of the city. This fuel supply line transports different types of fuel to holding tanks located on the south
continued…
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…A Roundtable Discussion continued

would not normally cause any problems.
The operators of the pipeline submit tree
removal permits to remove overgrown
vegetation and prune trees that interfere
with accessing the easement or visibility
while surveying. However, tree removals
are seldom needed.

Mark Foster
Arborist, Public Works Department
Asheville, NC
I was really excited to be asked if I would
weigh in on the topic of conflicts between
gas lines and trees, until it dawned on me
a second later what a low-stress working
relationship I have with the gas company. Sure, we have had some small-scale
neighborhood controversies in the past
involving less-than-ideal excavation near
public trees. But on the whole, things are
improving.
One of our gas company reps serves on
the tree boards of two different cities.
Another one invited me to give a presentation to a group of engineers. And the
contract we have between my city and
the gas company spells out our expectations—and they have done a good job of
living up to them.
So back to my dilemma, how was I going
to come up with horror stories about
our gas company by the article deadline? Then, while I was reflecting on it at
the monthly tree commission meeting
(reflecting, not daydreaming), an interesting irony came rushing to mind.
side of the city that in turn supply fuel for the Dallas-Fort Worth
Airport. Much like electrical transmission line easements, the gas
pipeline easement must be clear of trees, overgrown vegetation,
buildings, and other structures so that there is not a conflict with
maintenance, safety, and integrity of the pipeline.
The operators of the pipeline conduct routine aerial surveys of
the easement to ensure that there are no obstructions within
the easement that would prevent them from accessing it in the
event of a rupture or accident. In many areas there are native
trees growing along the edges of the easement, but the pipeline is encased in concrete and is deep enough that tree roots

The commission was considering a letter
from some folks who were pretty mad
about the line clearance trimming the local power company contractor was doing in their neighborhood. The citizens felt sure, as
many on our tree commission do, that the best solution is to move
the power lines underground. That would end the “excessive”
pruning or the “butchering,” as it is often called. I always wince
when I hear the word “butchering,” since unlike many utility tree
pruners, the “butchers” I’ve seen have a decent grasp of anatomy
and make skillfully placed cuts. But I digress.
Many folks think that the very expensive process of relocating
overhead utilities to the subterranean realm where they will be
out of sight and out of mind will make life wonderful. The trees
…continued
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…A Roundtable Discussion continued

will grow large and beautiful, untouched by the careless hands of people...
or something. Yet I hear these horror stories from other communities about
the root damage that their gas companies create (or that the water department causes, or the sidewalk repair crews), and I start to wonder when the
“wonderful” part of this subterranean scenario is going to kick in. I further
wonder if the folks who have trees damaged by the gas company wish the
gas lines were mounted high up on utility poles.
I attend monthly utility coordinating commission meetings, as hopefully
many of you may, and at those meetings I try to stress that my trees are like
utilities or infrastructure—if you break my stuff while you’re digging, just tell
me. I won’t cry or scream, or stage a sit-in. We will just fix the situation. But if
you broke it, you bought it—just as if my tree roots were fiber optic cables.
Clearly, space constraints below ground are a big problem for tree managers
and utility managers alike. The utility representatives at those coordinating meetings I mentioned are there both to keep each other apprised of
upcoming work and to complain when one of the other agencies fails to
call for location marking and damages their stuff. I like the former proactive
approach, and I hope as many other tree managers as possible attend their
local utility coordinating meetings. You will know what these folks are up to
and make your concerns clear before the first shovel hits dirt. When the time
comes that the utility folks are smiling warmly and greeting you by name
rather than giving you suspicious, sidelong glances, then I guess a good
working relationship has taken root.

WELCOMES ALL THE SMA DELEGATES
to Windsor, Ontario
9 Sessions Daily! Every 2 Hours

$2,500.00 Prizes Board
For more information call: (519) 977-1010

PLAY US. WIN US.

Olive Branches and Hard Hats
Working Effectively with Tree Boards and Nonprofits
Story and photos by Michelle Buckstrup

This early networking paid off,
because TC now works hand-in-hand
with Buice to accomplish shared
goals. She advises new MAs “not
to get caught up in producing only
programs.”
“Programs are great,” she says,
“but to benefit the urban forest, you
have to be able to build relationships with public works officials,
the forest service, nonprofits, state
councils, schools, vendors, and city
hall. MAs get into the field because
we love trees, but this job is really
about people. You have to be seen
and position yourself as the person
who the community comes to as the
authority, the professional, on urban
forestry. This is how we can help
communities preserve and protect
their urban forests.”

As MAs gain greater recognition as professionals in their communities, questions naturally arise about how best to work with
tree boards and nonprofits. Two SMA board members, Rachel
Buice and George Gonzalez, and one former board member and
president, Steve Cothrel, advise.

Steve Cothrel, superintendent
of parks and forestry for Upper
Arlington, OH, agrees that relationships are key. “Most citizens
love and want to help trees, but they don’t always know how to do
it. The MA has to take a leadership role and help groups identify
what role they can best play and how to fit their goals into the bigger picture of a comprehensive municipal program.”

The Hub of the Wheel

The Bumpy Road to Collaboration

Rachel Buice is deputy director of public services, formerly city
arborist, for Columbus, GA. “When I came to Columbus in 2002,”
she says, “there was an adversarial relationship between the city
and Columbus’s nonprofit, Trees Columbus (TC). I knew that the
first thing I had to do was form a relationship with the chair of TC.
I wanted them to know that I was on their team, but I also had to
clearly define my perspective.”
Buice went to TC meetings with a clear purpose: to show TC they
could be allies. She was careful to make a good initial impression
by presenting herself as a professional and choosing her words
carefully. She educated TC about some of the realities of city
forestry.
“I don’t choose to fight for every tree,” she says. “If the city engineers need to take out some trees to build a bridge, I have to
consider the possibility that the trees are going to have to come
out. I want the engineers to call me when they’re looking for solutions, not label me as a zealot and avoid me because I will fight to
preserve each and every tree and not look at the situation from
their perspective. This is something I had to get across to TC.”
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George Gonzalez, chief forester for the City of Los Angeles, has
negotiated good relationships with four large community groups:
Tree People, the L.A. Conservation Corps, Northeast Trees, and the
Hollywood Beautification Team.
“By the time I became chief forester,” he says, “we were already
on the road to collaboration with these groups. But the transition
wasn’t easy.”
Gonzalez used to joke with one of the nonprofit leaders, “Hey, I’ve
offered you the olive branch so many times, and you’ve beaten
me over the head with it. I’m still going to extend it to you, but this
time, I have my hard hat on.”
Gonzalez says, “We would go through this progression where at
first the nonprofits would be antagonistic—they would feel the
city wasn’t doing something it was supposed to do. We would try
to reach out and educate them and over time, they developed a
grudging respect. Then there would be stabs at cooperation. Now,
we are truly working together toward the same goals.”
Steve Cothrel has seen this pattern in Ohio. Prior to coming to
work for the City of Upper Arlington, Cothrel worked as an urban
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forester for the state. Cothrel’s job was to assist communities,
many of whom were establishing an urban forestry program for
the first time. Cothrel observed some fiascoes taking place around
the state, mostly involving nonprofits that wanted to plant trees,
without regard to proper species selection or aftercare.
“In one major Ohio city,” he says, “a nonprofit came out with plans
to do a massive volunteer planting. The mayor, ostensibly trying
to boost volunteerism, actually put the nonprofit in charge of the
planting for a time. Needless to say, that did not go over well with
the city forester! She didn’t know about the planting until the trees
were in the ground and was stuck with trying to keep inappropriate selections alive.” Eventually, the city forester did regain control
and appropriate authority over tree planting.
Many MAs can relate to this scenario—the well-meaning nonprofits unwittingly wreaking havoc. What can be done to make sure
MAs and community groups are not working at cross-purposes?

Tree Boards that Work
Behind every successful MA is an effective tree board or commission. George Gonzalez is very happy with his. The City of L.A.’s
continued…
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…continued

with a consultant in tow), and the commission decides.
This protects my staff and me, because it’s the commission that decides what level of liability it wants the city
to assume. It’s a symbiotic relationship because the
commission members look to me to educate them on the
arboricultural issues.”

Tri-State Successes
Rachel Buice and Trees Columbus work in tandem, as they
did in 2002 when the Columbus Tree Ordinance was being
developed. Recently, Columbus was awarded a million
dollar National Highway Traffic Safety Administration TEA21 grant to plant trees along a major roadway. TC is going
to match the grant by 20%. However, Buice found out that
there is a plan for the roadway to be expanded to six lanes
during the next 10 years, which wouldn’t leave much room
for the large-maturing trees the city and TC envisioned.
“What I want is to not have the road expanded,” Buice
says, “but my compromise could be expansion of the
road in sections, but not the whole length and/or using
underground utilities exclusively so there is above-ground
room for trees. The important thing is that I have my goals
and possible solutions mapped out before I meet with
the engineers, planners, and other groups involved.” That
includes conferring with TC on strategy so they can present a united position and be prepared to compromise on
possible solutions.

Community Forest Advisory Committee (CFAC) is composed of 16
volunteer members—one from each of L.A.’s 15 council districts,
as well as a representative from the mayor’s office—in addition to
departmental representatives from such areas as public works,
street trees, water and power, recreation and parks, and environmental affairs. The group meets once a month and includes the
leaders of the four major L.A. tree nonprofits.
Among the staff Gonzalez supervises is one person exclusively
dedicated to tree permits, to whom all four L.A. nonprofits must
go before launching planting efforts.
“At this point,” Gonzalez says, “I don’t get all that involved with
the permitting process, because we’ve worked out the kinks.
Before we got to this place, however, I made a lot of calls to the
leaders of the four groups, and there was a significant amount of
face time.”
Steve Cothrel is also pleased with his city’s tree commission,
appointed by the mayor and the city council. The commission
handles delicate appeals—for instance, when a city resident does
not agree with a slated hazard removal.
“The commission is like a collective magistrate,” Cothrel says. “I
make my case, the resident makes his or her case (sometimes
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Back on the West Coast, George Gonzalez can savor
his own victories. Once a group that, to Gonzalez’s distress, would plant trees willy-nilly in the city, the L.A.
Conservation Corps (LACC) is now a major ally. LACC successfully applies for grant money for tree planting, but does so
in consultation with Gonzalez and his staff. LACC involves at-risk
youth in its programs and is now responsible for much of the city’s
new tree planting.
And in Upper Arlington, OH, Steve Cothrel and the tree commission with whom he works recently promoted popular legislation.
In the past, homeowners were required to repair their own sidewalks that had been heaved by tree roots. It generated negative
feelings toward the city forestry program, especially since the tree
in question remained—in some cases, only to heave again.
“I researched what other cities do and suggested to the tree commission that the city fix the damaged sidewalks,” says Cothrel.
“The commission performed a detailed analysis, and took an
advocacy role with the city council that I couldn’t have, resulting
in a revision to a 75-year-old law, a law that only created animosity
toward street trees. That kind of shift would have been much more
difficult for staff alone to accomplish.”
The MA—the hub of the wheel—is at the center in terms of leadership and education, but it’s the community groups that can help
get things done.
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Board Member Profile: George Gonzalez
George Gonzalez has been
the chief forester for the
City of Los Angeles since
1998. Gonzalez began his
career in the city’s street
tree division in 1985 and
has served variously as a
tree surgeon, crew foremen, inspector, claims
supervisor, training coordinator, and street tree
superintendent. Prior to
his employment with the
City of Los Angeles, he
managed his own tree care
and landscape company.
What were your interests as a kid, and how did you find your way
to trees?
GG: As a kid I was fascinated with birds (I still am), and I’d read
everything I could find on birds. I don’t know that I ever thought
that I wanted to make a living studying birds, but I spent a lot of
my free time learning as much as I could about them.
I learned the joy of growing things from my Dad, who was and still
is an avid gardener. We always had vegetable gardens. As a kid I
helped him with the vegetable garden as well as his prized roses.
So that is definitely where I got my love of working with the soil. I
still grow tomatoes, onions, zucchini, yellow squash, snow peas,
and peppers every year in my back yard.
We also camped out a lot as a family in places like Yosemite, the
Sequoias, Big Sur, and Lake Tahoe. I think Sequoia National Park
was where I was first amazed by trees. When you stand next to
one of those giants you can’t help being awed and humbled by
the experience. For anybody who loves trees, I recommend that
you make the pilgrimage to Sequoia, it will change your life!
I got into tree work in my mid-20s, completely by accident. Since
leaving the Army, I’d been working as a carpenter. For recreation I
was into rock climbing, so I possessed pretty good climbing and
rope skills. One day I saw a tree crew working near my construction job site. I was checking out the tree climbers’ skills and I
thought to myself, “I can do that!”
I approached the foreman on the job and asked him if they were
looking for help.
He said, “Sure, can you drag brush?” Well, that wasn’t what I
wanted to do, but I started working with them part time and on
weekends. Before too long the foreman let me climb, and I was
hooked. I quit my carpentry job and never looked back.
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What was a gratifying moment in the past year, when you said to
yourself, “Ah, I love this job”?
GG: That is a difficult question to answer, because I have so many
moments when I say, “I love my job!” I know that sounds corny,
but I also have plenty of moments when I say, “I hate this job!”
I love this job the most when a constituent calls up and tells me
what a great job one of the crews did. Or when I have been trying
to get staff to do a particularly difficult job—and they’re able to
pull it off and everything looks beautiful, nothing gets damaged,
and nobody gets hurt. Or when I have been pushing a project or
program that may take me months or years to bring to fruition,
and all (or most) of the pieces finally start falling into place.
And I dislike the politics of the job. I hate the compromises we
have to make. I hate being forced to do something that I know
is not in the best interest of the community but it benefits only a
politician or a resident that has connections. But fortunately, for
me, the good outweighs the bad by far!
What do you get to do in your job that your non-MA friends think
is cool?
GG: Well this is an interesting question because in most cases, my
friends really don’t understand what I do. They think I trim trees
for a living. And I used to do that, but that is not what I do now.
They also think that I tell people what trees to trim. And that is part
of my job, but that is not what I do.
I tell them that I’m in the service delivery business, and what I do
is take care of peoples’ problems. I just happen to do it through
urban forest management. But that is the message that I try to
teach my assistants—that tree work is a means to an end. The
end product is a happy customer and a healthy forest.
What are you involved with professionally that you find gratifying
and morale-boosting?
GG: Certainly being involved with SMA and ISA, and being a
Certified Urban Forester with the California Urban Forest Council.
I’m also the President of Street Tree Seminar Inc., an organization made up of urban forest professionals based in Southern
California. I’ve written for City Trees, Western Arborist, Southwest
Trees and Turf, and other trade publications.
I very much enjoy speaking at urban forest conferences and
seminars. I also enjoy reaching out to others outside of the urban
forestry profession. I have had the opportunity to speak at the
American Public Works Association Congress on several occasions on topics such as sidewalk repair, green waste recycling,
and discussing the role of public works managers in preserving,
maintaining, and managing municipal trees.
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Issues in Arboriculture:
Developing versus Managing
Story and photos by Phillip Rodbell, U.S. Forest Service

One of the quickest ways to understand an organization is to ask
how it measures success.
In municipal arboriculture, most scorecard goals have to do with
number of trees trimmed, removed, and planted. Other measures
might include the number of service requests fulfilled or site
inspections completed. This tells you a lot about the type and
scale of work accomplished on an annual basis. If you can tie budget to these measures, you can quickly learn about administration
priorities, and over time, how success is rewarded.
The U.S. Forest Service and its state forestry partners have recently debated appropriate measures of success for the national
Urban and Community Forestry Program and have issued draft
standards and guidelines that will influence the way federal funds
are spent over the coming years. The national program is now
more clearly focused on influencing the quality of the environment where most people live: cities, their suburbs, and towns.
Quality will be measured by the degree to which a community
builds solid institutions to manage trees and forests over time. It
is assumed—and research will be tasked to study—that improving the institutions will result in improved tree cover and longterm maintenance.

State forestry agencies and their urban and community forestry
programs will be measured and rewarded by moving more and
more communities—especially high population communities—
from non-participating, to developing, and ultimately to managing programs that care for trees. In the rubric of performance,
a “managing” program has four elements and a “developing”
program has at least one. The elements of performance that must
be documented are as follows:
1. Management Plans: Communities that have
active urban and community tree and forest
management plans, developed from professionally-based resource assessments/ inventories
2. Professional Staff: Communities relying on the
services of individuals who have one or more of
the following credentials, and who are directly
employed or retained through written agreement to advise and/or assist in the planting,
protection, and maintenance of urban and community trees and forests:
• Degree in forestry or related field
• ISA certified arborist or equivalent professional certification
3. Ordinances/policies: Communities that have
adopted and can present documentation of
local/statewide ordinances or policies that focus
on planting, protecting, and maintaining their
urban and community trees and forests
4. Advocacy/Advisory Organizations: Communities
with active tree boards, commissions, or nonprofit organizations that are formalized or
chartered to advise/advocate for the planting,
protection, and maintenance of urban and community trees and forests
These are the elements of success. State forestry agencies will
attract more federal funds as the communities they serve begin
to develop these institutional components of tree and forest
management. They will attract even more funding when more
communities achieve all four elements. In the meantime, for baselevel federal funding, state programs must sustain their own staff
capacity, advisory councils, and five-year action plans.

The national program is now more clearly focused on influencing the quality of the environment where most people
live: cities, their suburbs, and towns.
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The greatest challenge for states will be to attract residents and
decision-makers of target communities in the most effective
way possible and then, to provide incentives to achieving and
maintaining the performance elements in the most efficient way
possible. For example, small communities with tree boards that
have professional members can achieve all four elements quickly
with small grants or technical assistance for inventory and plan-
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nearly 50% of the U.S. population
lives in communities that are developing or managing programs to care for
their trees and forests (by November 1,
we will have a full baseline). With your
understanding of these performance
measures and your help in achieving
them, I know we can achieve 75% by
2010.

ning. Larger communities without staff capacity and only a basic
ordinance may require much more hand holding and years of
investment, but success will bring greater rewards in cash and
potential media coverage that will in turn domino to other communities in the state.
As a technical expert in your community, you can support your
state program by participating in the state council, sustaining your
own efforts, and mentoring communities around you. We believe

City of Chicago skyline

These results would tell a rich story
about the fabric of the American community—a community of people that
are being sustained by the nature that
they nurture.

For more information, stay tuned to the USDA national Web site:
www.fs.fed.us/ucf
Phillip Rodbell is a certified arborist and manager of
the U.S. Forest Service Urban and Community Forestry
Program in the 21-state Northeastern Area.

Recent Topics on the SMA Listserve
• Root Crown Excavations
• Licensing of Tree Services in
Municipalities
• Tree Preservation Ordinance Enforcement
• Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
Data Collectors
• Utility Franchises and Pruning
• Anticipating Soil Settling in Amended
Planting Sites
• Remedies for Willow Scale
• Mist Systems Placed in Trees by
Restaurateurs
• Mulch Fires
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MYCORRHIZAL
PRODUCTS
From the makers of Soil Moist™ polymer products, JRM
Chemical offers a full line of high performance mycorrhizal
beneficial fungi. These products are available in a wide array
of formulations and package sizes to fit all aspects of
the commercial industry. From a powder grade size for bare
root transplants; to granular, tablets and convenient to
use Transplant Paks for amending soils.
With Soil Moist mycorrhizal products:
♦ Products contain highly active and diverse propagules
♦ Increases plant establishment and growth
♦ Improves soil and plant ecosystem
♦ Reduces transplanting stress and plant loss
♦ Increases nutrient and water uptake
♦ Improves soil structure and porosity

Cleveland, OH 44128 • 800-962-4010 • 216-475-8488
www.soilmoist.com • jrm@en.com
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Bucking the National Trend:
Portland’s Expanding Urban Forest
Photos by Paul Ries

nation. I would also show them the North and South Park Blocks
that make a powerful environmental statement in the heart of
downtown Portland. These blocks were part of a park and boulevard design developed by the Fredrick Law Olmsted Landscape
Architects firm for the City of Portland.
MAs should see the historic Ladd’s Addition Community and
observe the plantings of American elm trees. The trees are an
architectural element of this community and highly valued by the
residents who raise funds to inoculate the trees to protect them
from Dutch elm disease.
About what area might you ask MAs for advice?
BMc: One challenge that seems to be growing is the desire of
commercial districts, and sometimes homeowners, to wrap tree
limbs with holiday display lights. If not done properly, with concern for the tree, the tree can be damaged. I would appreciate
hearing from others what management controls and methods of
hanging lights are permitted in their cities. I think we all are interested in accommodating the business community but also have a
responsibility to protect the trees.
Do you use a tree inventory?
BMc: Our initial tree inventory is vintage 1970s and has only
historical value. We have several views of our tree assets that
we are working on refining. We have a satellite regional view
provided by the U.S. Forest Service and American Forests in 2001.
We have a more detailed comparative look at Portland’s canopy
Portland’s urban canopy has actually increased in recent
years, and there are many places in the city where people can
gather underneath the shade of trees.

In verdant Portland, OR, there’s one street tree for every four
people. City Forester Brian McNerney holds forth in this issue’s
city profile.
What would visiting MAs notice right away about Portland’s
urban forest?
BMc: I think MAs would be quick to notice the beauty of Portland,
its incredible park system, specialty gardens, natural areas, and
lush urban forest. Also, its majestic forested hillsides and the
number of large trees in Portland’s downtown business district.
What are three or four specific sites you would take MAs to?
BMc: I think they should take the wide area tour to view all of
Portland’s Heritage Trees. This is a diverse collection of very significant trees selected by Portland’s Urban Forestry Commission
for their size, unique quality, or historical significance. You can see
them at www.portlandparks.org.
Another site to visit is Forest Park, a native park with trails that is
over 5,000 acres and the largest municipal forested park in the
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Portland’s MAX light rail line features many tree-lined
streetscapes.

City Trees

with other members of the community to develop Portland’s
Urban Forestry Management
Plan. We are all on the same
team and share a common vision
and goal.
A recent survey of Portland’s canopy found that over the last thirty
years, there was a slight increase
in tree canopy coverage in spite
of intense development. I believe
a lot of our success is related to
the Urban Forestry Commission’s
and the Urban Forestry Program’s
emphasis on educating the community and engaging citizens
as willing partners in the urban
forestry mission. Regulation and
enforcement are used as a tool of
last resort.
Can you give a specific example
of how you work together?
BMc: We recently had a situation where an older established
neighborhood was greatly disturbed by the style of pruning
done by a utility company for line clearance. The situation became
emotional and contentious. The city code gave me authority to
direct how the pruning would be done through our permitting
system.

Portland’s award-winning nonprofit group Friends of Trees works closely with the city to
plant trees in neighborhoods, on school grounds, and in natural areas.

coverage over a 30-year period that was a product of Portland
State University (2003). We have an inventory of park tree canopy
coverage prepared by staff (2003), and we have begun a sampling
of street tree stocking levels and condition in all of Portland’s
96 neighborhoods. The sampling uses trained volunteers who
are members of the Urban Forestry Neighborhood Tree Liaison
Program. Five neighborhoods are complete and sampling is starting up in others.
We are not using GPS in a significant way for our more developed
urban environments. Some of our Heritage Tree Collection is GPS
coded and our natural areas are using GPS to map the more wild
areas. Information on the street trees being sampled in the neighborhoods is collected on PDAs (personal data assistants) that are
loaded with a GIS base map.
What is your relationship to the tree boards and nonprofits in
your community?
BMc: I work very closely with Portland’s Urban Forestry Commission
and Friends of Trees, the major nonprofit urban forestry advocate.
Both groups are critical to the future of Portland’s urban forest.
As city forester, I am an ex-officio member of Portland’s Urban
Forestry Commission per city code. I participated in the development of the Friends of Trees strategic plan. The director of Friends
of Trees, Portland’s Urban Forestry Commission, and I worked
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The resolution of the situation required a team leadership
approach. In this case it worked best for Portland’s Urban Forestry

Portland Quick Facts
Human Population: 536,240
Street Tree Population: 135,000
Most Common Street Trees: Maple, cherry, ash, and a good
number of American elms
Urban Forestry Staff: 30 FTE
Urban Forestry Budget: About $1.6 million from general
fund and an operating levy, plus $0.8 million from development permit fees, grants, and work reimbursed by other
bureaus
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BMc: Although I have
worked for Portland Parks
and Recreation for over
25 years, I have served as
Portland’s city forester for
eleven years. I have degrees
in ornamental horticulture
and business management.
Urban forest management
seems to demand a diverse
set of knowledge and skills.
Not only does the position require technical and
administrative competence,
it also requires a good
understanding of human
nature, politics, and urban
planning. I don’t think there
is an academic program that
can totally prepare someone
to be a municipal arborist or
city forester. Because of our
dynamic environment and
The 337 trees in Portland’s South Park Blocks have an assessed value of over $3.4 million, but in
reality this downtown park is an irreplaceable asset.
changing political system,
new challenges arise daily
Commission and the community leaders to take the visible lead and new lessons are learned daily, sometimes by fire.
and work with the political aspects, while I worked behind the
scenes with my very expert staff, utility company representatives, Would you encourage young people to get into this field?
and members of the community to solve the technical and comBMc: I would, but I really don’t think young people need much
munication problems. The outcome was very satisfying and the
encouragement. I see a lot of interest from young people in urban
cooperative process allowed time for discussion and diffusion of
forestry and other environmental fields. It is challenging, rewardemotions.
ing, and now, with modern inventory methods, measurable. Urban
forests are now viewed by urban planners and citizens as more
What is your background leading up to this position?
important than ever as a remedy to solve urban ills created by
urban development. Thanks to citizen involvement and the ability
to measure, we know we are making progress. In spite of ongoing
growth and development, Portland’s canopy has increased over
the last ten years, bucking the national trend.

Brian McNerney, City Forester
Portland Parks & Recreation
Urban Forestry Division
10910 N Denver
Portland, OR 97217
Portland is home to many innovative urban forestry projects,
such as this bioswale parking lot design at the EcoTrust
Building in the Pearl District.
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(503) 823-4484
Pkbrian@ci.portland.or.us
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Lessons from Florida’s 2004 Hurricane Season
by SMA board member Donald R. Goulding, City Arborist, Hollywood, FL

This photo shows a typical over-lifted Ficus without aerial roots and a shallow root system characteristic of the species.

Florida’s first hurricane in 2004, Charlie, took a direct hit at the
city of Punta Gorda on the west coast before tearing through the
middle of the state and eventually over the eastern seaboard.
Then came Frances, which ran ashore along the Treasure Coast
then moved into the center of the state and exited north. Next
was Ivan, smashing into the panhandle of Florida and then exiting
north. Finally, Jeanne hit Florida in the same pattern as Frances.
Floridians no longer believe in the old adage about lighting not
striking in the same spot twice.
During these storms thousands of trees were damaged or
destroyed, some from windthrow, some from branch failures via
winds in excess of 170 mile per hour. The entire state of Florida
became a research lab for evaluating failed limbs and trees, planting schemes, and overall tree structure. Arborists, educators,
consultants, growers, and tree trimming companies from across
the state, working individually and in groups, made observations, compared notes, and discussed their findings. Many of the
conclusions were presented in mid-June at the 2005 Trees Florida
Conference held in Palm Harbor, north of Tampa Bay.
Mr. C. Way Hoyt, a Registered Consulting Arborist and owner of
Tree Trimmers & Associates, spoke extensively on yellow tab
(Tabebuia caraiba). The yellow tab is a medium-stature tree not
known to have the most stable root system in nature. Indeed,
a large number of yellow tabs failed from windthrow during the
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2004 storms, after which the industry wanted to swear off this
species. Hoyt resolved to discover if yellow tab warranted this
banishment, and he inspected every downed yellow tab he could
find. He presented to the conferees an excavated yellow tab root
system that was typical of his findings: all were planted too deep
and had girdling roots not addressed in the nursery. The yellow
tabs were vindicated and the lesson learned by the attendees was
not to assume, but to investigate.
Steve Graham, Tampa City urban forester, addressed appropriate pruning practices to anticipate storms. He explained that
trees that have been over-lifted tend to function as a wing on an
aircraft—wind passing over the top of a tree’s canopy has further
to travel than the wind passing under the canopy. The resulting
drop in pressure beneath causes lift and potential limb breakage.
Conversely, a low-profile tree with a full crown-to-height ratio
deflects wind more effectively and acts as a windbreak. To prevent
failure, Graham recommends that trees be thinned appropriately,
that interior branches and leaves be present, and that under no
circumstances should large voids in the canopy exist. These can
cause turbulence or rotational wind that can shear branches.
On a personal note, a relative lives in a sizable condo/townhouse
development in lower Palm Beach County with a large Ficus
benjamina population that endured 70 mph sustained winds in
the 2004 storms. This species is generally a very large tree with a
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resulting in tall trees
with large canopies
and narrow trunks.
The majority of these
ficus trees failed.
Dr. Ed Gilman and Dr.
Mary Duryea of the
University of Florida
observed that native
trees such as live
oak (Quercus virginiana) and swietenia
mahogany (Swietenia
mahogani) did very
well, as did openAn over-lifted black olive (Bucida buceras) planted in a confined area
grown, low-profile
trees that were not
over-lifted. Young trees well shy of their maximum height also did
well. Older trees failed more often than young trees, and those
with codominant stems and included bark had more of a tendency
to fail, regardless of age. Dr. Gilman noted that trees that had
branch failures in the past tended to fail again and, as expected,
trees planted either in areas with restricted rooting volumes or
trees planted in hardpans fell over.

An over-lifted black olive (Bucida buceras) planted in a confined area on top of a hardpan

heavy closed canopy that relies on aerial roots and an extensive
shallow root system for stability. Over the years these trees were
over-lifted, lions-tailed, and the aerial roots had been removed,

Research by Dr. Gilman suggests single-trunk trees with alternating lateral branches produce trees most likely to withstand highwind events. In Florida, this research affirmed the tree industry’s
emphasis on requiring nurseries to produce and cities to plant
trees that have been graded for proper structure. The findings also
affirmed proven planting and trimming practices that professional
arborists have embraced for years. For municipal arborists, it
confirmed that our first job is still education—educating tree trimmers, citizens, businesses, city planners, and elected officials.

Looking ahead to the November/December City Trees

Nov./Dec. 2005

Journal of the Society of Municipal Arborists

• Highlights from the 2005 SMA Conference in Windsor, Ontario
• Street Tree Cultivars with Improved Branching Habit
• Profile: Ocean City, MD
• Branding the Urban Forest
• Board Member Profile: Rachel Buice
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Book Review
Wood Decay Fungi Common to Urban Living Trees in the Northeast and Central United States
by Christopher Luley, Ph.D. • Reviewed by Michelle Buckstrup

Inonotus dryadeus on a willow oak. Photos: C. Luley.

In college, the words Basidiomycetes and Ascomycetes used to
haunt my dreams. How was I going to learn all pathogenic fungi
in one semester, along with hundreds of other plant pathogens?
It’s all a blur now, except that I remember that my petri dish mystery fungus turned out, unmistakably, to be the curiously named
Sclerotia sclerotinia.
I’m therefore delighted to share with you a glimpse of SMA member Chris Luley’s new self-published book, Wood Decay Fungi
Common to Urban Living Trees in the Northeast and Central
United States. Luley, who has a Ph.D. in forestry pathology, has
pulled off an informative, photographically rich beginner’s guide
that demystifies the most common decay fungi affecting urban
trees. (By the way, all the mycologists I’ve met pronounce the
word FUNGE-eye, not FUN-guy or FUN-gee or FUN-ghee.)
Section I of Luley’s book introduces urban decay fungi generally—their taxonomy, life cycles, and modes of action. Section II
is a visual identification guide organized by the kind of damage
inflicted—root and butt rots, trunk and butt rots, and trunk, stem,
and heart rots. In each entry, Luley includes notes reflecting on
each fungus in the urban context.
Luley’s Wood Decay Fungi is 61 pages with over 150 fine color
plates, from Armillaria to Xylaria. This is an excellent introduction
to fungi affecting urban trees that will motivate even the most
fungiphobic MA to learn more. I eagerly await further books in this
new Visual Identification Series.
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Northern tooth fungus (Climacodon septentrionalis) on a
sugar maple.

Ustulina deusta on linden.

Wood Decay Fungi Common to Urban Living Trees in the
Northeast and Central United States by Christopher Luley,
Ph.D., can be ordered on-line at urbanforestryllc.com
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Urban Tree Of The Month
Prunus virginiana ‘Canada Red’

Photographs by Michelle Buckstrup

In cities and towns across the country, ‘Canada Red’ chokecherry
(Prunus virginiana) is popping up in tree lawns. An alternative to
crabapples, chokecherry is sufficiently cold hardy to not bat an
eye at harsh winters—indeed, it is hardy to zone 2 and as such,
makes a suitable tree for [sufficiently large] above-ground planters. Also, because it is a small-maturing tree, it is a good bet for
planting under wires.

In Ithaca, NY, ‘Canada Red’ is successfully transplanted bare root
at two-inch caliper or less.

Botanical Name

Prunus virginiana ‘Canada Red’

Both ‘Canada Red’ and its close relative, Prunus virginiana
‘Schubert’, have the startling feature of spring foliage that emerges bright green, then changes over to a rich burgundy.

Common Name

Canada Red chokecherry

USDA Hardiness Zone

2–6

Michelle Buckstrup

Description

Potential Height
20 to 25 ft (6 to 8 m)
In a breeze, the leaf undersides reveal a silvery undertone. The
Potential Width
15 to 20 ft (5 to 6m)
white spring racemes are moderately showy, while the dark fruits
are lovely and edible for both people and birds.
NOTE: Trees of the Month are not suitable for every climate
and site condition. Variations in regional performance will

Pest problems are few but I hear that in some regions, black knot apply. If you are using a Tree of the Month in your municipalcan disfigure individual branches, at least, until the knots are ity, please share your experience with it on the SMA Listserve.
pruned out.
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The Municipal Forestry Institute is Here...

See page five for details.
SOCIETY OF MUNICIPAL ARBORISTS
P.O. Box 641
Watkinsville, GA 30677
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